

Geese and deer
deterrence



Lyme disease
prevention

FLIGHTTURF® - THE ULTIMATE CANADA GEESE AND
DEER DETERRENT
Wouldn't it be great if you could prevent geese and deer from settling on your
property without having to resort to the cruelty and expense of lethal control
methods? Methods that don't really work long term.



Insect resistance



Easy germination



Erosion control



Biomass
integration



Full sun & shade



Weed resistance



Drought tolerance

Consider FlightTurf®. This FAA-approved, patented native grass offers natural
deterrence:
 Insects, birds and animals don’t like it so they’ll stay away.
 Maintenance costs go down - no mowing, feeding, or weed abatement
required.
 Installation is easy - JUST START APPLYING THE SEED!



Cold tolerance



Low maintenance



No mowing needed

What you can do TODAY is use FlightTurf®.



Disease resistance

Developed originally for airports to discourage wildlife and eliminate mowing,
FlightTurf® is an ideal grass option for anyone looking for an easier way to manage
large open spaces. After years of growing, we've come to realize FlightTurf®
is happiest if you just leave it alone - less mowing the better! Contact us to learn how
this innovative grass will enhance your site and reduce your expenses.



Fire prevention



Salt tolerance



Traffic resistance



Soil stabilization

With innovative FlightTurf®, they don't like the taste, so they don't stay! You can
humanely and successfully discourage these animals, and also eliminate the danger
of Lyme Disease PERMANENTLY.

By helping us with our business, you are choosing to support conservation programs
for the sole benefit of protection of wildlife - 10% of our net profits will be donated for
land conservation specifically to benefit wildlife.

FlightTurf® is a registered trademark of Native Return®, LLC . All information
disclosed herein and all FlightTurf® products and technology are covered by
patents 8,789,310; 9,426,964; 9,451,742; 9,560,809 and other patents pending, all
exclusive property of Native Return®, LLC. All rights reserved ©2012-2018.
Copyright© 2018 Native Return®, LLC.

www.FlightTurf.com

FlightTurf installation recommendations;
Seeding FlightTurf is similar to any typical grass installation. Consider your soil conditions and
prepare the area intended for FlightTurf. Important to clear the soil of weeds and root structure in
advance.
Choose mechanical or manual methods to seed the area. Apply at a rate of approximately 400 lbs seed
per acre. Reseeding should be considered within a 1 to 3 month period and as needed to eliminate
bare areas and to block weed intrusion.
Very minor mulching should be considered over the seeded area and daily watering to accomplish
germination during the first few weeks.
Consider mowing if you want a golf course fairway look – remember the less mowing the better.
Consider dethatching at reasonable intervals to enhance the look of FlightTurf – this isn’t a necessary
effort.
Enjoy your FlightTurf.

